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iPad: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2012

	
		Apple’s wildly popular iPad and new iPad Mini come jam-packed with features, like access to your media library from the Web, Siri voice control, and seamless Facebook and Twitter integration. But to tap your iPad’s potential, you need a trustworthy owner’s manual. This bestselling book shows you how to import,...
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Access 2007 VBA Bible: For Data-Centric Microsoft Office ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Learn how to tap the full potential of Access 2007 Transfer Access data seamlessly between Microsoft Office applications—and that's just for starters. In this all-new, comprehensive guide by well-known Access expert Helen Feddema, you’ll learn to write Visual Basic code that automates Access database tasks, creates standalone...
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Pro Linux System AdministrationApress, 2009

	Information technology plays a critical role in business success. Investment in technology can increase productivity. It can provide access to new markets—for example, via the Internet. So understanding information technology and how it can serve your business is important.

	

	You also need to understand the cost of the...
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Pilates and Conditioning for Athletes: An Integrated Approach to Performance and RecoveryPrentice Hall, 2018

	Gain the competitive edge with the innovative training methods in Pilates and Conditioning for Athletes. This science-based, multidimensional approach to athletic conditioning helps you build a strong and flexible foundation by infusing Pilates into training, resulting in complete training programs that tap into the seven pillars of...
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iOS 5 Core Frameworks: Develop and Design: Working with graphics, location, iCloud, and morePeachpit Press, 2011

	Everyone seems to have an opinion as to why their favorite mobile platform is better than the others. Some prefer iOS, others choose Android—each platform has its pros and cons. For me, however, iOS stands above the rest in large part due to its use of powerful native frameworks.


	Sure, frameworks and...
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Change Your Thinking, Change Your Life: How to Unlock Your Full Potential for Success and AchievementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	CHANGE YOUR THINKING CHANGE YOUR LIFE


	"Every line in this book is bursting with truth, wisdom, and power. Brian Tracy is the preeminent authority on showing you how to dramatically improve your life. Let him be your guide. I've learned so much from Brian myself that I can't thank him enough!"
...
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Flash with DrupalPackt Publishing, 2009
Due to its power and expandability, Drupal has become one of the most popular open source content management systems. At the same time, Flash has been adopted for its ability to create beautiful and dynamic web applications. By combining these technologies, you can create Flash applications that are both visually stunning and rich in content....
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Pro HTML5 Programming: Powerful APIs for Richer Internet Application DevelopmentApress, 2010

	HTML5 is here, and with it, web applications take on a power, ease, scalability, and responsiveness like never before. In this book, developers will learn how to use the latest cutting-edge HTML5 web technology—available in the most recent versions of modern browsers—to build web applications with unparalleled functionality,...
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Socialnomics: How Social Media Transforms the Way We Live and Do BusinessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The benchmark book on to the effects and implications of social media on our daily lives, and how businesses can harness its power 


	Socialnomics is an essential book for anyone who wants to understand the implications of social media on our daily lives and how businesses can tap the power of social media to increase...
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Social Media 101: Tactics and Tips to Develop Your Business OnlineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	100 ways to tap into social media for a more profitable business


	In Social Media 101, social media expert and blogger Chris Brogan presents the best practices for growing the value of your social media and social networking marketing efforts. Brogan has spent two years researching what the best businesses are doing with...
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Getting a Job in CG: Real Advice from Reel PeopleSybex, 2004
Get the Inside Track to Landing an Enviable Job in Computer Graphics
    
    Breaking into the wildly creative and fiery 3D/Effects industry is a tough proposition. With so many talented people competing for each alluring job, it’s imperative that candidates grasp what employers look for and make every attempt to...
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iPhone Games ProjectsApress, 2009
One look at the App Store will show you just how hot iPhone games have become. Games make up over 25 percent of all apps, and over 70 percent of the apps in the App Store's Most Popular category. Surprised? Of course not! We've all filled our iPhones with games, and many of us hope to develop the next best seller.
This book is a...
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